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We are living in volatile and unpredictable times



Despite all the drama the 
national economy is performing well



The rising tide is not yet lifting all boats

Chart: MassBenchmarks



Federal tax cuts have boosted 
consumer spending and recent growth rates 



Tax cuts have also ensured large budget deficits 
for as far as the eye can see

Chart: Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco



Tax cuts have also generated a 
major windfall for corporations and investors 



Federal tax cuts have not yet spurred business 
investment as some expected



Residential investment has recovered weakly



The labor market is extremely tight



There is still slack in the labor market but, skills deficits
& housing costs are limiting the shared benefits of growth



The nation relies 
increasingly on 

foreign born workers

Source: Brookings Institution



Wage growth has been slower than expected and has been 
failing to keep pace with the cost of living



Home prices are rising much faster than incomes



Young household formation remains subdued

Chart: Washington Post



The rising cost of living is a big reason for 
this “failure to launch”

Source: Urban Institute





High rents and student loans aren’t helping



Demographics and slow productivity growth are 
constraining our capacity for economic growth



Poor infrastructure conditions are weighing 
heavily on our economic outlook

Source: American Society of Civil Engineers



Tariffs are a lose-lose
proposition for most 
market participants



Trade wars are not easy to win



Beware of the flattening yield curve



How long can it last?
Our economic expansion is now in its 9th year



For more information, check out:

The Public Policy Center at UMass Dartmouth:
umassd.edu/ppc

MassBenchmarks, the Journal of the MA Economy:
massbenchmarks.org

Twitter:
@Mike_Goodman
@PublicPolicyCtr
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